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Summary

This paper is devoted to one of the global optimization algorithms, which especially focuses on

Evolutionary Computation by discussing Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). Swarm intelligence is

an exciting new research field still in its infancy compared to other paradigms in Artificial

Intelligence. Particle swarm optimization algorithms have gained popularity in recent years. PSO is a

population-based method, a variant of evolutionary algorithms with moving towards the target rather

than evolution, through the search space. The movements of the particles around in the search-space

are guided by their own best known position in the search-space as well as the entire swarm’s best

known position. The improvement of positions is necessary condition to guide the movements of the

swarm. The gradient of fitness or cost function, which must be optimized, is not known. The goal is to

find a solution in the search-space, which would mean is the global optimum. The process is repeated

and by doing so it is hoped, but not guaranteed, that a satisfactory solution will eventually be

discovered.
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1. Introduction

Particle swarms are attractive to the user as they do not require gradient and derivative

information, are intuitive to understand and can be parallelized [1]. They can be used to solve a wide

variety of problems, including neural network training [2], static function optimization [3], dynamic

function optimization [4], multimodal optimization [5] and data clustering [6].

The idea was originally derived from modeling social behavior, in particular modeling the flight

of a flock of birds, the social outlook of this methodology being discussed in [7]. This population

based approach is different from other population based evolutionary methods which use some form of

evolutionary operators in order to move the population towards the global optimum. Here the

“particles”, which make up the population move in the search range with a velocity that is determined

by a simple equation relating the experience of each individual particle and the population.

This paper proposes a dynamic clustering approach that can adaptively detect local regions and

assign particles in different neighborhoods (i.e. clusters). We change the computing mechanism in

standard PSO that each particle learns information from its own history best position and the history

best position of its nearest neighbor other than the global best one. By using clustering approach, the

whole swarm can be adaptively divided into a number of sub-swarms which cover different local

regions.
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2. Proposed approach

Based on this brief review of metrics to evaluate the quality of swarm behavior, we argue that

entropy of swarm cluster, as degree of disorder, can be also calculated using relative positions or

average angular velocity by collecting the heading value of the s.

We consider the entropy of dynamic system as an internal behavioral incompatibility or

antagonism, certain contradiction between disoriented components behavioral vectors [8]. Hence, the

particle swarm behavior metric, which consists in estimation of disoriented particle behavioral vectors

can be derived as below.

This approach is based on vector algebraic addition of the velocity-vectors )(ti


of mobile

particles at time t. Metric of whole particle group in time t can be measured as:
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Each of  particles represents a potential solution to an optimization  problem, navigate through

the search space. The goal of algorithm is to converge to the global (over the search space) or local

(into the particular cluster) optimum of a target function [9].

3. Algorithm flow diagram. Assuming that  the set of particles with their parameters are

given initial part of algorithm proceeds as follow steps [10]:

I.Initialize:

Particle Description. Each particle has three features:

– for simplifying the calculation, the value of target function in this position can be

identified (this is the i-th particle at time or step k, notice vector notation) with the  coordinates:

=[ , i=1,2, …N.

The particles are assumed to move within the search space iteratively. This is possible by

adjusting their position using a proper position shift, called velocity (similar to search direction, used

to update the position) and denoted as:

– Fitness or objective (determines which particle has the best value in the swarm and

also determines the best position of each particle over time.

For simplicity, we assume the following identify: = .

The swarm is defined as a set:
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= , i=1,2, …N.

(a) Set parameters N, 1c , 2c , , , , , G, µ.

where: 1c , 2c are weighting factors, called the cognitive and social parameter, respectively.

The parameters 1c and 2c are important control parameters that affect the PSO’s convergence.
(b) Set k←0.

Initial Swarm.
(c) Generate N particles (in 2-D space) with random locations i.e. positions with their

coordinates and “velocities” (the steps) for each particle.

= (3)
where: and are vectors of lower and upper limit values respectively.

Evaluate the fitness of each particle and store:

• particle best ever position (particle memory here is same as ).

• Best position in current swarm.

Initial velocity is randomly generated.

= . (4)

II. Classification:
(a) Fitness function evaluation for each particle in given coordinates.

(b) After sorting the set of particles by decreasing of the values we can sort out the leader

particle (with the best position).

(c) Composition of new classified set of particles by the distance from the leader particle. This

new set is dividing by the tangent of linear regression straight line.

(d)   Election the leader (or leaders) as best position and the outsiders in the cluster (or clusters).

Given a set of leaders with their positions = ,    r=1,2, …M.

(e)  Clustering of swarm (part of outsider particles around of each leader)  by  K-Means

algorithm.

III. Clustering:
K-means clustering aims to partition the N outsiders into M sets: L = { },  r=1,2, …M,  so as to

minimize the within-cluster sum square:

IV. Updating:
(a) Velocity Update:

– Provides search directions.

– Includes deterministic and probabilistic parameters.

– Combines effect of current motion, particle own memory, and swarm influence.
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(5)

where:
w – inertia factor;

– local best position;
– global best position;

– current motion;

– swarm influence.

This paper evaluates an adaptive approach to tune the 1c and 2c based on proportions:

1c = /

2c =1-( / )
(b) Position Update:
Position of each particle is updated by own velocity vector.

(6)
Constraints: If a particle is infeasible, last search direction (velocity) was not feasible. Set

current velocity to zero.

(7)

(c) Memory Update:
At each iteration, after the update and evaluation of particles, best positions are also updated.

Thus, the new best position of leader at iteration k+1 is defined as follows:

= [ , r =1,2, …M. (8)

= (9)

(d) Set k←k+1.
V. Cycling
At each iteration, an angle of linear regression tangent decreases in proportion to golden

section. Consequently, the dimension of set of leaders decreases too.

VI. Stopping Criteria
If the angle of linear regression tangent is equal to zero or less than µ.
Stopping criteria satisfied?

If  “Yes”, then end. It means that one leader remains and global optimum achieved.
If  “No”,  go to  II (a).

(e) Output results.
Consequently, we use a conditionally fixed number of fitness evaluations or swarm iterations as

a stopping criteria.
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5. Conclusion

This work is motivated  by the idea that the financial market risks management can be realized

by continuously collecting particles from a financial market data warehouse. Relevance of problems is

particularly pointed by the assessment and forecasting of fitness function, using Artificial Neural

Network or Kohonen Network, which consists of an uncertainty and dynamism of financial processes.

We have discussed different kind of metrics to particle swarm behavior as well. We defined some

number of metrics, which will help us in evaluation of performance of the swarming behavior.
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НОВЫЙ ПОДХОД К ГЛОБАЛЬНОЙ ОПТИМИЗАЦИИ, ОСНОВАННЫЙ
НА МЕТОД РОЯ ЧАСТИЦ

Мепаришвили Б., Короглишвили Ц.
Грузинский Технический Университет

Резюме
Эта статья посвящена одному из алгоритмов глобальной оптимизации, который

основывается на Эволюционном Вычислении, в частности на оптимизационном методе роя

частиц. Метод роя – эта новая область исследования все еще находиться в начальной стадии по

сравнению с другими парадигмами в области искусственного интеллекта. Алгоритмы

оптимизации роя частиц завоевали популярность в последние годы. Алгоритмы оптимизации

роя частиц основанны на поведении роя, вариант эволюционных алгоритмов с движением цели

в области поиска. Движения частиц вокруг области поиска управляются их собственным

положением в области поиска, а также положением всего роя. Улучшение положений -

необходимое условие передвижения роя. В статье предлогается  новый подход динамической

кластеризации. Процесс итерационно повторяется и таким образом отсеиваются множества

лидеров до достижения в конечном счете глобального оптимума.

nawilakTa grovis meTodze dafuZnebuli globaluri

optimizaciisadmi axali midgoma

badri mefariSvili, ciuri qoroRliSvili

saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti

reziume

ganixileba globaluri optimizaciis erTerTi algoriTmi, romelic efuZneba

evoluciur gamoTvlebs, kerZod nawilakTa grovis optimizaciur meTods. nawilakTa

grovis meTodi - warmoadgens kvlevis axal mimarTulebas, romelic jer kidev sawyis

stadiaSi imyofeba xelovnuri inteleqtis sferoSi arsebul paradigmebTan SedarebiT.

nawilakTa grovis optimizaciis algoriTmebma sakmao popularoba moipoves ukanasknel

xanebSi. nawilakTa grovis optimizacia warmoadgens xelovnur nawilakTa populaciaze

dafuZnebul stoqastikur-evristikul meTods, evoluciuri algoriTmebis erTerT

variants, sadac saZiebel sivrceSi miznisaken gadaadgileba xdeba Tanamimdevrulad,

evoluciurad. misi modeli Seicavs nawilakTa grovas, romlis populaciis inicializacia

anu nawilakTa saZiebel sivrceSi „gabneva“ xdeba randomizebulad. nawilakTa grovis

optimizaciis algoriTmSi problemis amonaxsni miiReba swored am individualuri

agentebis simravlis interaqciis Sedegad.


